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Part One: Writing 
Your Own Reviews 

and Annotations

Part Two:

Using Reviews for 
RA purposes



What type of publication are you writing for?

• Library newsletter
• Library website/blog
• In-library signage/handouts
• Review publication
• Personal blog
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Things to consider as you read:

What's the general field or genre?
Does the book fit?

What is the author's style? Formal?
Informal? 

Nonfiction: Are the ideas developed? 
What areas are covered, not covered?  
How accurate is the information?

Fiction: What kind of reader would like this book? 
What appeal factors come into play?



http://www.maine.gov/msl/libs/services/tips.htm

Nonfiction Tips

Scope - what does the book cover?

Accuracy of text and illustration; currency; bias of author

Authority of author - qualifications to write on topic

Appropriateness to subject and target age group in terms of concepts, terminology, arrangement

Presence of features such as tables of contents, glossaries, further reading suggestions, indexes 

Illustrations - Are they informative, well placed in relation to text, and appropriate to subject matter? 

Are important points? illustrated clearly? What about maps and charts?

Consider format, general appearance. Is binding durable, easy to open, of good quality?

Estimated age of target audience. Is the language, structure, and vocabulary appropriate?

Note any controversial element that might prove problematic. Emphasis should be inform, not judge.

Biographies - Is the character realistically portrayed or is he or she discussed as a one-sided, larger than 

life figure?



Fiction Tips

How convincing and accurate is the time and place?

Are facts about the setting worked naturally into the text or story or do they seem added on?

Are the characters realistic?

Do readers see them grow and develop within the story?

Do they act in ways logical for their ages and circumstances?

Does the plot's action develop consistently and naturally?

Is it original or is it written to a formula?

What is the author trying to say?

Is the language appropriate to the subject?

Is dialog natural and in balance with narration?

What is the approximate age appeal of the book?

Note any controversial element that might prove problematic. Emphasis should be inform, not judge.

http://www.maine.gov/msl/libs/services/tips.htm



Reviews vs Annotations



Two 
lines of 

plot

Character 
appeal

Audience



Appeal 
buzzwords

Comparisons

Longer plot 
description

Wrap-up with 
more on 
appeal



Library newsletter, website/blog, 
or shelf talkers

Short:
Keep it simple
100 words
Hit major appeal points

Longer (best for online):
150-200 words
Plot description
How personal do you want to get?







Book Blogging 101 Session:
https://www.railslibraries.info/ce/archive/105805



Blogs allow more 
freedom

Raforall.blogspot.com







Blogs allow for quick responses

booklistreader.com



http://www.LibraryReads.org

Library Reads:Library Reads:Library Reads:Library Reads:







Any questions before we continue?





Now that you know how to write 
about books, what should you be 
looking for when you read 
reviews? • Look for those appeal  

characteristics and buzz words. 
• Look for audience.
• Read with an eye towards which of 

your patrons might be interested.
• Note when other authors and titles 

are mentioned, and go down the 
rabbit hole!
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Booklist’s Core Collections 
and Top 10 Lists



http://booklistonline.com/subscribe

http://www.booklistonline.com/issues





Learn more:
https://www.ebscohost.com/NoveList



Questions?
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